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Author’s response to reviews:

Thank you for giving us the opportunity to revise the manuscript.

The following items were addressed:

Q1: Title page - We noticed that the corresponding author information provided on your title page is different to the one you indicated in the editorial submission. Please amend one so that they match.

A: I have updated my primary affiliation in the editorial submission to include "Department of Neurology". Moreover, I have removed my middle initial. The information should now be identical in my profile, editorial submission an manuscript. Please advise if any other changes need to be made.
Q2: Abstract - Please remove the partial funding statement from your abstract as this information is already included in your Declarations section.

A: The sentence was removed.

Q3: Supplementary material - Please remove the tracked manuscript and point by point response from the file inventory as these are no longer required.

A: The mentioned files are not included with this re-submission.